Here are some maths activities to try at home: Try and choose at least one of
these to do each day.
The extra challenges are optional! (Send us photos or videos of your child
completing these activities)
1: Learn rote counting (saying the numbers out loud) by:
*Counting the stairs as going up to bed.
*Counting your steps when walking.
Challenge- *Counting how many jumps you can do.
(Each time you count try and count higher than you counted last time)

2- Learn to count a number of objects by:
*Counting how many fingers and toes you have.
*Counting how many cushions on the sofa.
*Challenge- Counting how many keys on the keyring.

3. Learn to count out from a larger group:
*Count 3 sweets out from a big bag
*Count 4 orange segments for you to take from a plate.
Or Challenge- Count out 6 cups from your cupboard.

4. Play some games at home to help your child understand more/less:
*Use sweets/ food items. Share these out so one of you has a larger group and the other has a smaller
group. Ask who has more and who has less. Swap these over several times and change the amounts and
repeat who has less or more.
Challenge- When you feel that your child is understanding this- give your child all the food items and ask
them to give you more and them less or them less and you more.

5. Sing as many number songs as you know. Look on youtube and learn a new song
with numbers in e.g. 5 elephants went out to play. Learn the song. Record and send to
us on Evidence Me.

6. Look for numbers around your house. Take photos of the numbers that
you can see e.g. On: *Washing machine *Remote control. *Mobile phone.
Challenge- Can you tell a grown up the names of any of these numbers.

7. Measuring- Can you choose 4 or 5 cups or plastic glasses. Get
a jug of water and fill the glasses with different amounts of water.
Which has the most and which has the least water in?

8. Measuring- put a one minute timer on your phone. Count how many bricks you can put in a tower
before the timer goes off. (Or how many toys you can tidy away before the timer buzzes!!)

9. Online game- search Topmarks maths into google- Click 3-5 and maths. Play one of these games on here.

10. Shapes – On Topmarks maths.com. Click on 3-5 Maths- shapes. Try playing Pattern
shapes game- What pictures/patterns can you make with the shapes.
Challenge- can you name some of the shapes with an adult. (Triangles and square only).

